
   

P R E S S  R E L E A S E   

Cologne/Osnabrück, 2nd October 2018 

Strategic sales partnership: smartOPTIMO focuses on  
Smart meter software from GreenPocket as premium solution 
  
2nd October 2018, Cologne/Osnabrück: After a careful selection process the 
smart metering specialist smartOPTIMO has decided for the long-term distribu-
tion of the energy management and visualization software of GreenPocket in its 
utility network. In the next years smartOPTIMO will equip its customers with 
the Smart Metering solution leading Germany far. 
 
A convincing solution  
As a service provider for small and medium sized energy suppliers from all over 
Germany smartOPTIMO needs a visualization and energy management solution 
that fulfills all legal requirements for the smart meter rollout and offers attractive 
added value for suppliers and end users. As one of the leading European energy 
management specialists with an industry experience of more than nine years 
GreenPocket knows the market exactly and continues to develop its products tar-
get- and demand-oriented. Of it smartOPTIMO in a first test run since the past 
year could convince itself. This test phase was for both sides a full success, and 
now GreenPocket and the supplying network agreed upon a five-year contract. 
smartOPTIMO will continue to sell GreenPocket energy management software 
for enterprise customers and the energy cockpit for household customers in this 
period under the name smartVISIO to its network from approximately 80 suppli-
ers.  
 
Quality with high range  
"For us several arguments were decisive for this decision", says Dr. Fritz Wenge-
ler, managing director of smartOPTIMO. "On the one hand the intuitive, simple 
operability of the GreenPocket software and on the other hand the comprehen-
sive range of functions for tradesmen. The agile and thus particularly flexible fur-
ther development of the software is also important to us, which allows us to react 
immediately to current market impulses and demand situations".  
For GreenPocket the cooperation with smartOPTIMO means a significant in-
crease of the sales reach. The network of smartOPTIMO enables by the bundling 
of energy suppliers of different sizes also smaller municipal utilities with possibly 
limited financial possibilities the use of a high-quality energy management soft-
ware for their electricity customers. About 3 million power metering points are 
bundled by the municipal utility network. 
 

A common vision  
“We are very pleased that smartOPTIMO enables us access to well-known energy 
suppliers such as the public utilities Münster, Osnabrück and Enervie. At the same 
time, we can offer in this way also smaller public utilities our premium solution at 
an attractive price”, explains Dr. Thomas Goette, CEO of GreenPocket. “The test 
phase has shown us that the partnership works. We quickly win new customers 
for the rollout and the cooperation with the smartOPTIMO team works both pro-
fessionally and personally”. 
 
 
 



   

About GreenPocket  
As an agile startup in the dynamic growth market for smart energy software, 
GreenPocket (www.greenpocket.de) supports energy suppliers and corporate 
customers worldwide in realizing added value from consumption data. The smart 
metering specialist and its talented team use innovative technologies (AI, Ma-
chine Learning, Data Science). GreenPocket is already making a sustainable con-
tribution to the energy turnaround and is playing a major role in shaping the digi-
talization of the energy industry with creative and intuitive software solutions. 
The software developer has already successfully completed over 125 projects 
with more than 75 international customers from 12 countries. 
 
More information and news about GreenPocket can be found at www.green-
pocket.de, at https://www.facebook.com/GreenPocketGmbH/ and https://twit-
ter.com/greenpocketgmbh.  
Rights-free image material for GreenPocket can be found at http://www.green-
pocket.de/aktuelles/presseservice/.  
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About smartOPTIMO  
The smartOPTIMO GmbH & Co. KG has been active as a service company for so-
lutions and business models in metering and measurement since 2009 and em-
ploys over 145 people. As a long-standing expert in the field of GWA, the com-
plany always takes a holistic view of metering. “In order to develop target- and re-
quirement-oriented solutions for a municipal utility, a regular exchange of infor-
mation is extremely important“ says Mananging Director Dr. Fritz Wengeler. “It is 
not only the technical components that count when rolling out the new measuring 
technology. The municipal utilities strategy, processes, people and purchasing are 
also an important part of the implementation. We therefore always give our part-
ners the opportunity to actively influence and help shape the project.  
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